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THE PRESIDENT'S COLUMN

In winter inspiration dies
For lack of out-door exercise

Bert Leston Taylor—from
The Lazy Writez~

That's why the idea of music for the doldrums intersession is such a
good one. After the fall Seminars and the holiday whirl, the
Wednesday music program is a perfect segue to the new term. Dot and
I have found the first two presentations superb. We're looking
forward to the next one.

And we're eagerly awaiting the new term, for which enrollment is now
going on. In 5CLIR there is always pleasant anticipation.

It's certainly good to be working with our new vice president
Eleanor Reid. As one of her main responsibilities, she has taken on
Long Range Planning. You'll be hearing more on this.

Soon we'll all be greeting each other in seminars and other
meetings. And we'll have good get-togethers at the Friday morning
Great Decisions, starting in late February or early March dependina
on local PBS broadcasting scheduling.

See you around!

Bill Lieson

SPRING SEMINARS

If you have not yet registered for Spring Seminars, NOW is the time.
As of this writing two seminars {Watercolor and Say It with a Poerr.)
have waiting lists and other seminars are close to capacity. Don't
delay!

A SUMMER PROGRAM FOR 1994 - YOU CAN HELP

Last year, the Curriculum Committee conducted LIR's first Summer
Program. The 1993 program was an experimental one, to see whether
this was something that our members would like to do. Since parti-
cipation was far greater than expected, and since we received many
encouraging responses in the follow-up survey, the Committee and
Council have decided to do a Summer Program again in 1994. The
Summer Program Committee has been set up (as a sub-committee of the
Curriculum Committee), to plan and organize our '94 Summer Program,
and to do it even better this year.



He need your ideas and your participation, and there are several
ways you can help:

- Offer to participate in the Summer Program, either by
actually conducting or arranging an activity, or by helping
to administer the program.

- Give us your suggestions or ideas on possible activities
or on ways to improve the program for 1994.

- Volunteer to serve on the Summer Program Committee. We need
people, who have an interest in planning and organizing the
* 94 Summer Program. This is an open committee, and I hope you
will volunteer to be a member if you have an interest. Most
of the committee's work will be done between Febrauary 15 and
April 15.

If you can help in any of the above ways, please send a note to the
Summer Program Committee, through our office at the Smith College
Field House, or call me directly (586-5198).

Harley Unger, Chairrc
Summer Program Committee

G. FRANCIS OSBORN FEB. 26, 1904-DEC. 14, 1993. AN APPRECIATION

Francis Osborn succumbed to a pneumococcal infection after a week-
long battle in the Mary Hitchcock Medical Center. It was a
relatively painless end to a remarkable career.

His first venture after dental school was a full year's assignment
as staff dentist at one of Sir Wilfred Grenfell's Labrador stations.
Francis often told us of his adventures with Sir Wilfred, for whom
he held the greatest admiration and love.

Over the next 41 years he was everybody's favorite dentist in
Northampton. After that, retirement— yet not exactly, for to
Francis that meant opportunity for world travel with his wife, and
the honing of his skilll as a really first-class nature photo-
grapher. At Lathrop Community he has successfully caught our
resident black bear in the act of depredation.

Last September, six months from what would have been his ninetieth
birthday. Franics felt the need to further extend his horizon. He
asked me, a next-door neighbor, about the LIR program, and without a
bit of self-doubt elected to join, and for starters, picked out Tom
Crowe's seminar on South America. Because of his final illness, he
missed only one meeting, the last one.

I'll miss Francis— he was fast becoming my best friend.

David Dill



WINTER MUSIC Rfi-RUNS

Due to the bad weather which cut down attendance or in some cases,
forced early closing, the following Music Programs will be re-
peated:

- Dave Navon will show the complete video of TURANDOT
on Saturday, Feb. 5th from 10:00 to noon at Stirn
Hall, Amherst College. Cast: Marton, Domingo,
Mitchell.

- Isaac Reid will repeat his SONGFEST on Wednesday,
Feb. 9th from 10:00 to Noon in the Campus Center,
Amherst College in the front room (2nd floor).

FRENCH CONVERSATION

Anyone interested in a French Conversation group conducted at most
levels, to take place in the Northampton area, please contact Mary
Egginton at 584-8840.

BED & BREAKFAST FOR COMMENCEMENT WEEKEND

This year, all five colleges will hold commencement during the May
21-22 weekend, so rooms for out-of-town guests will be in very short
supply. The Friends of the Jones Library are setting up a Bed and
Breakfast program to raise money for the book fund of the Library.

If you feel that you would like to volunteer as a hostess, providing
overnight lodging and a simple breakfast for commencement guests,
please call Ellen Goodwin, 549-1126, for more information.

ANOTHER TUTORING PROGRAM

The American Town Committee for International Students, a private,
non-profit organization chaired by Alice Swift, sponsors a tutoring
program for foreign wives of visiting students, research scholars or
faculty, connected with one of the local colleges. Tutors are
always needed for one-on-one conversation sessions and do not need
to be experienced teachers of English. Training and materials are
provided by the Committee and most tutorials are offered once a week
for two hours at a mutually convenient time and place.

The Committee also sponsors Round the World Women and a Hospitality
program which are designed to acquaint these visitors with the
Amherst area and to enable them to experience life in the United
States beyond the campus. If you are interested in participating in
any of these programs, call the Office of Foreign Students at 545-
2843 or Alice at 253-3197.

Eve Posada



SEMINAR REPORTS

Autobiographical Writing IX - This seminar gave me the impetus for
actually doing the personal writing that I had vaguely promised
myself "one day" to do. Under Justin Hartman* s skilled and
encouraging direction a tone of support and acceptance has been
established that broke down my initial fear of writing about and of
exposing myself. By reading our writings in class we not only learn
from each other some of the techniques of this genre but have the
privilege of sharing the joys and hopes, the regrets and disappoint-
ments that we have all encountered though uniquely experienced in
our different background and circumstances. We celebrated the final
session with a potluck at Ann Emerson's house where final readinas
were shared with the members of our Biographical section.

Eve Posada

A Gringo Looks at Latin America - Ten participants, representing a
variety of viewpoints and personal experiences contributed to an
exciting examination of our Latin American neighbors. Tom Crowe's
organizational ability, support for member reports and attention to
the need to fill in major gaps provided participants with a new
understanding of this large, complex area.

Many of the participants had a rich personal background in the
regions on which they reported. This provided us with a depth of
understanding not easily achieved in a program of such short
duration.

As a result, all of us find we read with greater interest and
sensitivity the news as reported from Latin America.

Ted and Laura Belsky

Two by Two by Two - Some twelve women and one intrepid male dis-
agreed enthusiastically and volubly about the commonality of six
female writers of fiction and the contrasts between these British
and American novelists. Our knowledgeable and articulate leader,
Maureen Lippincott concluded ten exciting sessions with some per-
ceptive if occasionally controversial assumptions. In the process
we learned a great deal about these writers, their lives, their
beliefs, and their technical skills and we gained insights into the
nature of fiction and the many ways it is implemented through plot,
characterization, style and point of view. I loved it and hope
there will be more to corne,

Mary Egginton

Expository Writing and Afternoon Tea - Tony Pearce's seminar proved
to be a very stimulating and valuable "symposium," a rich experi-
ence. Unfortunately, circumstances took away the second element of
his plan, although we did have one delightful tea-time, after hours,
thanks to Mary Kay Ellis. The success, notwithstanding, of Tony's
seminar came from the high quality of the "classics" reviewed and



appraised. Tony started us off, with suggestions of boohs of modest
length but outstanding importance, and took the first session on A.
J. Toynbee's "The World and the West." Each of us presented a
personal choice, aiming to convey to others the significance and
quality of the chosen "classic." We had time each week for the
presenter's review supported by comments from two others who had
also read the book. Rabbi A. J. Heschel's "The Sabbath," Loren
Eisely's "The Immense Journey, " Erwin Schrodinger's "What Is Life?",
Rachel Carson's "Silent Spring", Rabbi Kushner's "When Bad Things
Happen to Good People," and P. G. Allen's "Spider Woman's Grand-
daughters . "

Phil Ward

The Transformation of Modern Europe - The seventeenth century had a
knowledgeable, hard working and accomodating moderator in George
Snook. He made a unique contribution through his mastery of the
military history of the period. We were a small group tackling a
large subject. Individual reports covered architects, artists,
divines, generals, musicians, writers, and rulers but only made a
small sampling of a period that was both rich and wretched.

Ellen and George Goodwin

Sub-Sahara Africa - Sub-Sahara Africa provided a stimulating,
exciting experience. The format was well designed and organized by
the moderators, Jackie Wisneski and Gerry Braunthal. Each person
chose a country on which to report. We all became more knowledge-
able about the region, its long history, geography and people durina
the pre and post colonial eras and current struggles. Several BBC
documentaries added focus to our study. Some participants brought
mementos from their own African travels. A local guest, Helen
Parsons, told of her years living in Africa in Malawi,

Gerry arranged an opportunity for the class to attend a conference
at Springfield College, on Contemporary Africa, its Crises and
Possibilities, and to meet the conference organizers and speakers,
the majority of whom served on university faculties or were doctoral
students in Departments of African Studies in the U.S. and Africa.

Our seminar ended at Jackie's home with a pot luck featuring African
foods accompaned with a lively discussion of the positive and
negative aspects of colonialism and the missionary era. I highly
recommend a repeat of this seminar so that others might participate.
Additionally, a second semester on Africa North of the Sahara would
be valuable. As has been the experience with many of the seminars,
when they end continuing self study takes place but continued group
discussion would be of interst to me.

Thank you Jackie and Gerry for providing us with a rewarding trip
to Sub-Sahara Africa. It was first class, all the way!

Harriet Wright

Genius and Circumstance - What a fortuitous combination of place.
of persons, of economics, of personal glories and interpersonal



vendettas conspired to bring about the magnificance of renaissance
artistry—these are just some of the aspects of those exciting times
we researched in this seminar, so ably led by Pat Keating and Mary
Egginton. No doubt the greatness of Botticelli, "Leonardo",
Raphael, Titian, Mantegua, Michelangelo and others would have found
its way to the top, but without their great, visionary (not "just"
rich) sponsors we might not have the full complement of their
artistry. The study of the great Italian families and of the great
Ita lian city states was in itself fascinating.

There was only one thing missing, we didn't make plans to go there!
LET'S!!

Lora Simon

Creative Approach to Mortality - At the initial session a paper
presenting reactions to the final illness and death of his spouse,
was presented by one of the class. A wide variety of topics were
explored at subsequent meetings. Major aspects of Betty Friedan's
recent book, The Fountain of Age, provided much positive material
for discussion. Alternative healing, life enhancement practices,
hospice care, prolongation of life, out-of-body and near-death
experiences were among other topics considered. Videos and relevant
poetry readings by moderator Phil Ward provided further enrichment.
With its blend of the practical, philosophical and spiritual,
"Creative Mortality" provided something for everyone.

Ed Buck

Challenges of the Twenty-First Century - As its title indicated, the
seminar proved to be even more revealing than its fifteen members
expected. Led by the creative Harley Unger, we heard fifteen well-
researched presentations by contributors. Covered were such topics
as: ecological dilemmas, population pressures, Russia and Eastern
Europe of the future, Japan after 2000, China's possibilities and
problems, Latin-American possibilites, future African problems, and
the United States' place in the next century. Discussions were
spirited, helpful, and often continued over lunch at the scenically
attractive Amherst College Dining Common.

Ed Lawton

Great Films - Nicole Dunn, Florence Barondes and Jean Roetter led
twenty-seven LIR members through an interesting series of "Great
Films" on a nostalgic journey of some of filmdoms historic
masterpieces.

Nine films were researched, previewed and reviewed by teams of two
or three members with various background information preceding the
film, then presentations of the specific movie, followed by a lively
discussion period. Painstaking research was apparent in the
thorough information about every film viewed, sparking an active
involvement in the discussion period at the movie's conclusion.

The selection of films covered a long time span, from Rebecca and
Wuthering Heights (of early British history) through Brief Encounter
and The Dresser (of World War II era), to more contemporary films



like Who's Afraid of Virginia Wolfe, The Big Chill and Fried Green
Tomatoes. Discussions about how these presentations might be viewed
today, particularly those addressing different life styles, like
Sunday, Bloody Sunday or Midnight Cowboy, produced a number of both
conforming and conflicting opinions. Of course. Who's Afraid of
Virginia Wolfe, touched some members of the seminar wit h very
personal memories about it's local production.

Participants attested to the popularity of this series by request-
ing a continuation of a film series in the spring semester centered
around great American Musicals. It appears that this project will
continue as requested.

Laura Schilling

Music Exploration - In this Seminar we explored the lives and music
of several of the best known composers from Monteverdi to Ravel.
Members reported on the lives of two composers each week; and our
moderator, Norma Brown, then played selected tape recordings. She
also shared freely her knowledge of music theory and history. For
those of us who were long time music lovers, yet musically illit-
erate, it was both a learning and an aesthetic experience. We were
fortunate to be able to move to the Lathrop Community for our meet-
ings where we had not only comfortable accommodations but access to
Norma's organ which she graciously played.

Marcia Holden

Pleasures of the Table - The title only minimally describes the
extravagant classroom escape to the cultures and foods of Cuba,
France, Greece, India, Japan, Italy, Morocco, and Thailand. We had
the pleasure of guest speakers for the Japanese and Indian sessions.
Justin Hartman's sister lived in Japan for many years and shared
this experience with the group. Sanat Majumder, born in India, and
his wife, Flora gave us "native" insight to the diverse and
fascinating foods and culture of India.

The series included a session on Jewish foods, wines, and "Diet for
a Small Planet." The many hours of research by participants
resulted in superb presentations,

We were "treated" to a French bistro meal prepared and presented in
the home of Charlotte Turgeon for our final session.

We all have high praise for our moderators, Suzanne Lehman and
Charlotte Turgeon. Our food horizons are broadened and, in some
cases, our waistlines as well!

Marjorie Freer

Watercolor Painting - Eight participants met at Hampshire Colleae in
a spacious room with large tables and stools. Our moderator/
teacher, Irene Sufrin, led us skillfully through the possible
frustrations associated with using watercolors, helpful to both
beginners and those with more experience in art. Simple and
appropriate subjects were presented-- trees, sky and mountains were



painted from general knowledge and imagination— while apples.
eggplant, peppers and ceramic bottles, and a figure were arranged to
serve as subject matter.

Most of us will be continuing our work with Irene when she returns
to Amherst in March.

Sally Lawton


